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DESCRIPTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a dry-powder inhaler for delivering dry-powder medicament doses to a patient. More particularly, the invention relates to an inhaler of this type in which the medicament doses are stored in a medicament carrier in the form of a blister pack.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Inhalers for delivering medicament to a patient by inhalation are known. Such devices include metered dose inhalers and dry-powder inhalers.

[0003] Metered-dose inhalers typically comprise a vessel, said vessel containing at least a pressurised propellant and a medicament, and a metering valve and some form of actuator for dispensing doses of the liquid medicament as an aerosol. In contrast, dry-powder inhalers comprise a supply of dry-powder medicament together with means for aerosolising and deagglomerating the medicament into a form suitable for delivery to a patient.

[0004] Dry-powder inhalers are generally considered to be easier to use than metered-dose inhalers because of difficulties in coordinating actuation of the metering valve of the metered-dose inhaler with a patient's inspiration. Moreover, since the medicament is aerosolised and delivered using the patient's inspiratory airflow, dry-powder inhalers do not require a propellant.

[0005] It has been recognised that, in order to aerosolise and deliver a consistent dose of dry-powder medicament in an effective manner, the moisture content of the medicament must be carefully controlled. In dry-powder inhalers this can be conveniently achieved by storing doses of the medicament in the blisters of a sealed blister pack. In use of such devices, a dose of the medicament is typically liberated by piercing, bursting or peeling off a portion of a cover sheet of the blister pack immediately before the dose is to be delivered to the patient for inhalation.

[0006] A known dry-powder inhaler of this type, in which doses of the medicament are stored in a blister pack, is disclosed in US Patent No. 5,590,645. The blister pack of this inhaler is formed as a flexible elongate strip, and comprises a base sheet having a plurality of recesses spaced along its length and a cover sheet hermetically but peelably sealed to the base sheet to define a plurality of blister pockets each containing an identical dose of the medicament.

[0007] The inhaler of US Patent No. 5,590,645 comprises a medicament dispensing mechanism which is arranged to peel a portion of the cover sheet away from the base sheet of the blister pack to thereby open a blister pocket each time the inhaler is actuated. The mechanism includes a blister strip indexing means for moving the opened pocket into registration with medicament holes formed in a manifold of the inhaler, the manifold being in fluid communication with a mouthpiece through which the patient can inhale. An unused portion of the blister strip and used portions of the base sheet and cover sheet are stored within the body of the inhaler.

[0008] In use of the above-described inhaler, the patient exposes the mouthpiece by rotating a cover relative to the body of the inhaler, and operates a trigger to actuate the medicament dispensing mechanism. The patient then inhales through the mouthpiece to draw air through the manifold from within the body of the inhaler. The airflow passing through the mouthpiece and the manifold entrains the dry-powder medicament contained within the opened blister pocket, which medicament is delivered to the patient in aerosolised form. The trigger and the cover of the inhaler are then returned to their original positions to reset the medicament dispensing mechanism in preparation for a subsequent use.

[0009] Although dry-powder inhalers of the type disclosed in US Patent No. 5,590,645 exhibit improved consistency in the size of the doses which are delivered to the patient, there remains a need for inhalers having improved dosing consistency. There is a particular need for inhalers in which the risk of over-dosing can be minimised.

[0010] US 2006/0196504 A1 and US 2008/0196718 A1 each discloses a dry-powder inhaler of the type which uses a blister pack comprising a base sheet and a peelable cover sheet. The inhalers comprise a means for peeling the cover sheet away from the base sheet to liberate medicament doses. The inhalers comprise housings which define transverse walls for isolating the used portion of the base sheet from unused portions of the blister pack.
[0011] WO 2005/079727 A2 discloses a dry-powder inhaler of the type which uses a blister pack, the inhaler comprising a dose counting mechanism.

[0012] Reference is also made to US 2008/041368, which also discloses a dry-powder inhaler of the type which uses a blister pack.

Summary of the Invention

[0013] The invention provides an inhaler for delivering dry-powder medicament to a patient from an open blister pocket of a blister pack according to claim 1.

[0014] Since the used portion of the cover sheet may carry a residual amount of medicament left over from previous actuations of the medicament dispensing mechanism, the risk of overdosing can be reduced by isolating the used portion of the cover sheet from the unused portion of the blister pack to thereby prevent contamination of the unused portion of the blister pack.

[0015] By "isolating", it is meant that the internal transverse walls serve to make it more difficult for medicament from the used portion of the cover sheet to contaminate the unused portion of the blister pack.

[0016] The medicament dispensing mechanism may further comprise a driven base sheet winding wheel for winding up the used portion of the base sheet, and the inner housing member defines internal transverse walls extending in the width direction of the blister pack for isolating the used portion of the base sheet from the unused portion of the blister pack. Like the used portion of the covers sheet, the used portion of the base sheet may also carry residual medicament and it is therefore advantageous to isolate this from the unused portion of the blister pack.

[0017] The internal transverse walls of the housing define separate compartments for accommodating the used portion of the cover sheet and the used portion of the base sheet, the separate compartments being arranged to prevent loose medicament from contaminating the unused portion of the blister pack.

[0018] The internal transverse walls of the housing may further define a separate compartment for accommodating the unused portion of the blister pack.

[0019] The inhaler housing comprises an inner housing member arranged within at least one outer housing member. The internal transverse walls are defined by the inner housing member. The manifold of the inhaler may be defined by the at least one outer housing member.

[0020] The internal transverse walls extend in a perpendicular direction from a base surface of the inner housing member, the base surface of the inner housing member being arranged to support a side edge of the unused portion of the blister pack, which unused portion may be coiled up. Thus, the inner housing member may, in effect, be in the form of a tray having the various compartments for accommodating used and unused portions of the blister pack.

[0021] The at least one outer housing member is arranged to support an opposite side edge of the unused portion of the blister pack. The outer housing member and the inner housing member are arranged to substantially enclose the unused portion of the blister pack. In this way, the unused portion of the blister pack may be protected from contamination by the used portions of the cover sheet and base sheet.

[0022] In embodiments, the driven cover sheet winding wheel is arranged to apply a tension to the used portion of the cover sheet, and the medicament dispensing mechanism further comprises a guide surface for guiding the cover sheet of the unused portion of the blister pack, an end of the guide surface being arranged adjacent to an outer side surface of the manifold and defining a peeling edge. In this case, in use of the inhaler, the cover sheet is peeled away from the base sheet at the peeling edge and the used portion of the cover sheet passes between the peeling edge and the outer side surface of the manifold, and an opened blister pocket moves into registration with the at least one medicament aperture of the manifold. The manifold and the guide surface may be defined by separate components of the inhaler.

[0023] The guide surface, including the peeling edge, may be defined by the inner housing member, and the manifold may be defined by the at least one outer housing member, such that the manifold and the guide surface are defined by separate
components.

[0024] During assembly of the inhaler, the used portion of the cover sheet is threaded through a gap between the peeling edge and the side surface of the manifold and then engaged with the cover sheet winding wheel. By providing an inhaler in which the guide surface and the manifold are defined by separate components, the width of the gap between the peeling edge and the manifold in the assembled inhaler can be minimised. For example, the used portion of the cover sheet may be threaded through the gap prior to assembly of the components and while the gap is relatively wide, and then the components may be assembled with the blister pack into the inhaler with the gap having a reduced width, for example only marginally wider than the thickness of the cover sheet. Typically, in use, the outer side surface of the manifold and the peeling edge are arranged so as to define a gap sufficient to enable the cover sheet to pass therethrough, said gap being less than or equal to about 1 mm, preferably less than or equal to about 0.8 mm, more preferably less than or equal to about 0.4 mm. Preferably, said gap is from about 0.1 mm to about 0.8 mm, preferably from about 0.2 mm to about 0.6 mm, more preferably from about 0.2 to about 0.4 mm. Preferably, said gap is less than half the individual width of the recesses in the base sheet, more preferably less than a quarter of the individual width of the recesses in the base sheet and even more preferably less than one eighth of the individual width of the recesses in the base sheet. By minimising the width of the gap, the risk of medicament being lost from an opened blister pocket during use of the inhaler, as the blister pocket is moved from the peeling edge into registration with the at least one medicament hole of the manifold, is minimised. In this way, underdosing (and possible subsequent overdosing) may be avoided, the likelihood of the device jamming is also reduced and the device may be tuned so as to accommodate different formulation characteristics more easily.

[0025] In embodiments, the inner housing member and the at least one outer housing members may comprise means for locating the inner housing member relative to the at least one outer housing members. The means for locating may enable an accurately controlled and repeatable gap to be provided between the peeling edge and the outer side of the manifold. The means for locating may include engagement tabs and recesses formed in the inner housing member and the at least one outer housing members, the engagement tabs and recesses being arranged to engage with each other to fix the location of the inner housing member relative to the at least one outer housing members.

[0026] In embodiments, the at least one outer housing member may comprise a pair of outer housing members defining an outer shape of the inhaler.

[0027] The manifold and one of the pair of outer housing members may be provided as a unitary moulded plastics component, such that the unitary component defines, in use, at least a portion of the outer surface of the inhaler in which the air inlet is arranged. By providing the manifold having the air inlet and the part of the housing which defines an outer surface of the inhaler (in which the air inlet is arranged) as a unitary component, the risk of air being drawn into the manifold from within the inhaler housing can be minimised. It is desirable to avoid air from within the housing from being drawn into the manifold because such air may entrain loose medicament in the housing left over from previous actuations of the medicament dispensing mechanism, for example medicament which has not been inhaled or has been incompletely inhaled.

[0028] Preferably, the air inlet of the manifold defines the sole point for entry for external air into the inhaler, and/or the manifold is arranged such that, in use, air is drawn into the manifold solely through the air inlet, that is to say air is not drawn through any component of the inhaler other that the unitary component (and of course an opened blister pocket of the blister pack).

[0029] The unitary component defines, in use, at least a part of the outer surface of the inhaler surrounding the air inlet of the manifold, and may in fact define the entire outer surface of the inhaler surrounding the air inlet. In embodiments, the outer surface surrounding the air inlet may in part be defined by other components such as covers, mouthpiece covers and mouthpiece inserts, etc.

[0030] The air inlet of the manifold may have an elongate cross-sectional shape, and the cross-sectional area of the manifold may reduce in the airflow direction. With such an arrangement, the airflow velocity within the manifold is lowest at the air opening, and this may reduce the risk of loose powder or other contaminants being entrained around the air inlet.

[0031] The manifold may comprise at least two medicament apertures arranged sequentially in the airflow direction of the manifold, namely a first medicament aperture for the flow of air from the manifold into the opened blister pocket and a second medicament aperture for the flow of the entrained medicament from the opened blister pocket into the manifold. In this case, the geometry of the manifold may be specifically adapted to direct air from the air inlet into the opened blister pocket through the first medicament aperture and to direct the entrained medicament from the opened blister pocket into the manifold through the second medicament aperture.
[0032] The geometry of the manifold may be adapted to provide the required flows by providing means for restricting airflow in the manifold between the first and second medicament apertures, for example by providing a localised reduction in the cross-sectional area of the manifold. Such a localised reduction in the cross-sectional area of the manifold may take the form of a protrusion in a wall of the manifold opposite to the medicament holes.

[0033] The unitary component may further define a mouthpiece arranged to receive, in use, the entrained medicament from the air outlet of the manifold. An end of the mouthpiece may be provided with a mouthpiece cover or insert having a surface around which a patient may comfortably seal his lips.

[0034] The manifold and the mouthpiece may be arranged such that the airflow direction in the mouthpiece is substantially perpendicular to the airflow direction in the manifold, with a bend in the airflow located adjacent to the second medicament aperture such that entrained medicament can be delivered to the patient from the opened blister pocket along a substantially straight path.

[0035] The cross-sectional area of the mouthpiece may increase in the airflow direction, and tapered walls of the mouthpiece may be provided with a plurality of airflow diversion holes. The airflow diversion holes are preferably in fluid communication with the manifold such that, in use, air from the manifold is drawn through the airflow diversion holes. The airflow diversion holes may be arranged such that, in use, air is drawn through the holes in a direction substantially parallel to a central axis of the mouthpiece (an acute angle to the walls of the mouthpiece) for preventing excessive transverse spreading of the entrained medicament in the mouthpiece. The airflow diversion holes, in use, may thereby improve deagglomeration and/or reduce the amount of medicament depositing on the mouth of the patient.

[0036] The at least one medicament aperture may be provided with at least one obstacle to promote de-agglomerating the entrained medicament. The obstacle may, in effect, serve as a divider to divide each aperture into a plurality of sub-apertures. In use, agglomerated particles of medicament collide with the divider which leads to their break-up.

[0037] In embodiments, the unitary component is a moulded component, and may be formed of a plastics material. Suitable materials may be selected from the group consisting of polyolefins, including polyethylene, in particular high density polyethylene (HDPE), and polypropylene; polyesters, including polyethylene terphthalate; polyamides, including nylons; thermosetting polymers, including urea-formaldehyde, melamine, epoxy resins and polyimides; and mixtures or copolymers thereof.

[0038] The inhaler may further comprise a dose counter, wherein the dose counter comprises:

- a display aperture formed in one of the pair of outer housing members;
- a display element having dose counting indicia, the display element being rotatably mounted inside the housing such that a succession of the dose counting indicia are sequentially visible through the display aperture as the display element is rotated about an axis of the outer shape of the inhaler; and
- a driving means for incrementally rotating the display element in response to actuation of the medicament dispensing mechanism.

[0039] Such a dose counter may enable a patient to reliably determine how many times the medicament dispensing mechanism has been actuated, which can help to avoid over-dosing or the inhalation of multiple doses.

[0040] The display aperture formed in the outer housing member may be provided with a magnifying lens arranged to magnify the dose counting indicia of the display element. In this way, information from the dose counter may be more easily seen by a patient and/or a greater number of indicia may be provided. The magnifying lens may be a convex lens formed, for example, from a transparent plastics material.

[0041] As the dose counting indicia of the display element are magnified, their actual size may be relatively small, so that the display element can be provided with a large number of indicia, and such that only one display element may be needed. In this case, complicated mechanisms for coupling multiple rotatably mounted display elements can be avoided.

[0042] The dose counting indicia of the display element may include a unique indicium for display after each and every actuation of the medicament dispensing mechanism. At least 10, preferably at least 20, more preferably at least 50, more preferably at least 60 unique dose counting indicia may be provided, and the indicia may comprise numerals, preferably Arabic numerals. Each dose counting indicium may be representative of a number of doses dispensed by or remaining in the inhaler.
In embodiments, the medicament dispensing mechanism may comprise means for longitudinally indexing the blister pack in response to each actuation of the medicament dispensing mechanism, the blister pack being indexed by a distance equal to the pitch between blister pockets, such that each actuation causes a blister to be brought into registration with the at least one medicament apertures of the manifold. The means for indexing may comprise a driven indexing wheel having recesses adapted to receive the base sheet of the blister pack, the recessed wheel being arranged to turn by a predetermined angle in response to each actuation of the medicament dispensing mechanism. The indexing wheel may be arranged to face the guide surface of the medicament dispensing mechanism.

The inhaler may comprise a trigger control for actuating the medicament dispensing mechanism and/or a cover rotatable between an open position in which the inhaler can be used and a closed position in which the inhaler cannot be used.

Other features and/or advantages of the invention will be apparent from detailed description which follows.

Brief description of the Drawings

A specific embodiment of the invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a known blister pack for use with a dry-powder inhaler;

Figure 2 is an exploded view of a known dry-powder inhaler comprising the blister pack shown in Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional plan view of the dry-powder inhaler shown in Figure 1 for use in explaining the principle of operation;

Figure 4 is an exploded view of a dry-powder inhaler according to the invention, with some components of the inhaler omitted for clarity;

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional plan view of the dry-powder inhaler shown in Figure 4 for use in explaining the principle of operation;

Figures 6 and 7 are different perspective views of an outer housing member of the dry-powder inhaler shown in Figure 4;

Figure 8 is an enlarged fragment of a cross-sectional side view of the outer housing member shown in Figures 6 and 7;

Figure 9 is a front view of the outer housing member shown in Figures 6 and 7;

Figure 10 is an enlarged fragment of a cross-sectional plan view of the outer housing member shown in Figures 6 and 7; and

Figure 11 is a perspective view of certain components of the dry-powder inhaler shown in Figure 4 for use in explaining its method of assembly.

Detailed Description

The invention provides an inhaler for delivering dry-powder medicament to a patient from an open blister pocket of a blister pack. The blister pack is in the form of a flexible elongate strip comprising a base sheet having a plurality of recesses spaced along its length and a cover sheet peelably sealed to the base sheet to define a plurality of blister pockets each containing a measured dose of the medicament. The inhaler comprises a medicament dispensing mechanism for opening the blister pockets of the blister pack. The medicament dispensing mechanism comprises means for peeling the cover sheet away from the base sheet of the blister pack. The inhaler also comprises a housing for enclosing used and unused portions of the blister pack together with the medicament dispensing mechanism and a manifold through which air can be drawn in use of the inhaler. The manifold comprises an air inlet for receiving external air, at least one medicament aperture for communicating with an opened pocket of the blister pack to enable entrainment of the medicament by the air drawn through the manifold, and an air outlet for delivery of the entrained medicament to the patient. The medicament dispensing mechanism comprises a driven cover sheet winding wheel for winding up the used portion of the cover sheet. According to the invention, the housing defines internal transverse walls extending in the width direction of the blister pack for isolating the used portion of the cover sheet from the unused portion of the blister pack.
Figure 1 shows a known blister pack 1 which is suitable for use with known dry-powder inhalers and dry-powder inhalers according to the invention. The blister pack 1 is in the form of a flexible elongate strip defining a single row of blister pockets 3 spaced along its length. The blister pack 1 may have, for example, sixty or one hundred blister pockets in total.

The blister pack 1 comprises a base sheet 5 in which recesses each corresponding to a blister pocket 3 are formed and a cover sheet 7 which is hermetically but peelably sealed to the surface of the base sheet 5 surrounding the recesses. The base sheet 5 and the cover sheet 7 are typically formed of laminates comprising plastics and aluminium films. The base sheet 5 is more rigid than the cover sheet 7, and preferably has a rigidity which is sufficient to maintain a predetermined shape of each formed recess. The recesses formed in the base sheet 5 are elongate in shape, with a length direction corresponding to the width direction of the blister pack 1.

The cover sheet 7 is hermetically but peelably sealed to the base sheet 5 by a heat seal lacquer. The cover sheet 7 is sealed to the base sheet 5 over its entire surface except for those portions which overlie the recesses in the base sheet 5 and leading edge portions 9, 11 of the base sheet 5 and the cover sheet 7. As the blister pack 1 is used up, the leading edge portions 9, 11 of the base sheet 5 and the cover sheet 7 lengthen, and these portions are described herein as "used portions". The portion of the blister pack 1 of which the cover sheet 7 has not been peeled away from the base sheet 5 is described herein as the "unused portion". The blister pack 1 is arranged such that the cover sheet 7 can be peeled away from the base sheet 5 in a progressive manner, so that the blister pockets 3 can be opened one at a time.

Each blister pocket 3 of the blister pack 1 comprises an enclosed volume defined by surfaces of the base sheet 5 and the cover sheet 7. The enclosed volume defined by the blisters is generally constant and is filled with a predetermined quantity of dry-powder medicament suitable for inhalation by a patient. In use of the blister pack 1, the leading edge 11 of the cover sheet 7 is peeled away from the base sheet 5 to open the blister pockets 3. The leading edge of the cover sheet 7 is provided with a loop 13 for applying a tension to enable to cover sheet 7 to be peeled away from the base sheet 5.

A more extensive description of the blister pack 1 can be found in US Patent No. 5,590,645, the entire content of which is incorporated herein by reference.

Figures 2 and 3 show a known dry-powder inhaler 21 which comprises the blister pack 1 shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 is an exploded view of the inhaler 21 and Figure 3 is a cross-sectional plan view of the inhaler 21 for use in explaining its principle of operation.

The inhaler 21 has a disc-like outer shape with rounded edges and a thickness sufficient to accommodate the width of the blister pack 1. As well as the blister pack 1, the inhaler 21 comprises a housing for enclosing used and unused portions of the blister pack 1, a medicament dispensing mechanism for opening the blister pockets 3 of the blister pack 1, a manifold through which air can be drawn in use of the inhaler 21, and a dose counter for counting the number of doses dispensed by or remaining in the inhaler 21.

The inhaler housing comprises a pair of housing members, namely an upper housing member 23 and a lower housing member 25, which snap-fit together to define a significant part of the outer surface of the inhaler 21. The upper and lower housing members 23, 25 also define an internal chamber. The inhaler 21 is additionally provided with a cover 27 which is pivotally mounted to the housing members 23, 25 and is arranged to rotate about the housing between open position of the inhaler 21, as shown in Figure 3, and a closed position of the inhaler 21 (not shown).

The medicament dispensing mechanism of the inhaler 21 is largely contained within the housing and essentially includes means for peeling the cover sheet 7 from the base sheet 5 of the blister pack 1 to open a blister pocket 3, and means for indexing the longitudinal position of the blister pack 1 by a distance equal to the longitudinal pitch between blister pockets 3, so as to bring the newly opened blister pocket 3 containing dry-powder medicament into alignment with the manifold (described below) to enable inhalation by the patient.

The medicament dispensing mechanism comprises a pivotally mounted trigger 29 having a finger tab, a blister pack indexing wheel 31 mounted about an indexing ratchet wheel 33, a base sheet winding wheel 35, a cover sheet winding wheel 37a, 37b, and a guide surface 39 for guiding the cover sheet-side of the blister pack 1. The guide surface 39 is defined by a moulded plastics component 41 and includes a peeling edge for separating the cover sheet 7 from the base sheet 5 of the blister pack 1.

The mechanism also comprises a pawl 43 attached to the housing for engaging teeth of the base sheet winding wheel 35 to prevent anticlockwise (backwards) rotation.
[0059] The cover sheet winding wheel 37a, 37b comprises a first part in the form of a toothed wheel 37a having protruding axial and non-axial parallel shafts and a second part in the form of a wheel 37b having a hollow shaft provided with resilient wings extending outwardly from the shaft. The protruding shaft of the wheel 37a engages with the hollow shaft of the wheel 37b such that one wheel cannot be rotated relative to the other.

[0060] The manifold is defined by the same moulded plastics component 41 that defines the guide surface 39 of the medicament dispensing mechanism. The manifold includes an air inlet 45 for receiving air from within the housing, a medicament aperture 47 for communicating with the internal chamber defined by the housing and through which entrained medicament is drawn, and an air outlet 49 for delivery of the entrained medicament to the patient. The air outlet 49 is in communication with a mouthpiece provided with a mouthpiece insert 51.

[0061] The dose counter of the inhaler comprises a display aperture 55 formed in the lower housing member 25 and a display element in the form of a display ring 53 provided with dose counting indicia and arranged such that a succession of the indicia are sequentially visible through the display aperture as the display ring 53 is rotated about an axis of the disc-like outer shape of the inhaler 21. An inner edge of the display ring 53 is provided with teeth for rotationally driving the display ring 53.

[0062] The blister pack 1 is arranged within the inhaler 21 such that an unused portion is loosely coiled within the internal chamber defined by the housing. The leading edge of the cover sheet 7 is attached to the non-axial shaft of the cover sheet winding wheel 37a by its loop 13 and the used portion of the cover sheet 7 is wound around the resilient wings of the cover sheet winding wheel 37b. The used portion of the base sheet 5 is loosely wound around the base sheet winding wheel 35.

[0063] The portion of the blister pack 1 at which the cover sheet 7 separates from the base sheet 5 is arranged such that the recesses of the base sheet 5, which read through to the other side of the base sheet 5 as protrusions, are received in circumferentially spaced recesses in the surface of the indexing wheel 31. The recesses of the base sheet 5 are maintained within the recesses of the indexing wheel 31 by the guide surface 39 acting on the cover sheet-side of the blister pack 1. The used portion of the base sheet 5 extends in front of the medicament aperture 47 of the manifold in a direction towards the base sheet winding wheel 35 and the used portion of the cover sheet 7 passes between the peeling edge of the guide surface 39 and the outer side surface of the manifold in a direction towards the cover sheet winding wheel 37a, 37b.

[0064] In use of the known inhaler 21, the patient moves the cover 27 to the open position in which the mouthpiece insert 51 is exposed, as shown in Figure 3. The patient then presses the finger tab of the trigger 29 to rotate a set of teeth formed on an arcuate surface thereof. The teeth of the trigger 29 engage circumferential teeth formed on the indexing ratchet wheel 33, rotation of which causes rotation of the indexing wheel 31. Rotation of the indexing wheel 31 also causes rotation of the base sheet winding wheel 35, the lid sheet winding wheel 37a, 37b and the display ring 53 of the dose counter.

[0065] The rotation of the cover sheet winding wheel 37a, 37b, applies a tension to the used portion of the cover sheet 7 which is sufficient to peel a portion of the cover sheet 7 from the base sheet 5 of the blister pack to thereby open a blister pocket 3 containing a dose of dry-powder medicament. At the same time, the indexing wheel 31 is rotated by an angle sufficient to longitudinally index the blister pack 1 by a distance equal to the pitch between blister pockets 3 to thereby move the opened blister pocket 3 into registration with the medicament aperture 47 of the manifold.

[0066] The rotation of the display ring 53 of the dose counter causes a dose counting indicium to be incremented, to thereby inform the patient that a dose has been dispensed.

[0067] The patient can then inhale the dose of dry-powder medicament by inhaling through the mouthpiece to draw air through the air inlet 45 of the manifold, which air passes through the medicament aperture 47 to entrain the medicament, and is delivered to the patient via the air outlet 49.

[0068] After use of the inhaler 1, the cover 27 is rotated back the closed position (not shown) to reset the medicament dispensing mechanism in preparation for a subsequent use.

[0069] Inhalers of the type described above are described in more detail in the aforementioned US Patent No. 5,590,645.

[0070] The known inhaler described above is satisfactory in many respects. In particular, the use of a peelable blister pack enables the moisture content of the dry-powder medicament to be carefully controlled and this, in combination with the peel-type medicament dispensing mechanism provides consistent dose sizes. However, there remains a need for an improved dry-powder inhaler.
Figures 4 to 11 show a dry-powder inhaler 101 according to the invention, which inhaler comprises the blister pack 1 shown in Figure 1. Figure 4 is an exploded view the inhaler 101, with some components of the inhaler omitted for clarity. Figure 5 is a cross-sectional plan view of the inhaler 101. Figures 6 and 7 are different perspective views of an outer housing member of the inhaler 101. Figure 8 is an enlarged fragment of a cross-sectional side view of the outer housing member. Figure 9 is a front view of the outer housing member. Figure 10 is an enlarged fragment of a cross-sectional plan view of the outer housing member. Figure 11 is a perspective view of certain components of the inhaler 101.

The inhaler 101 according to the invention is similar in many respect to the known inhaler 21 described above. Aspects of the inhaler 101 which are not specifically described below should be taken to be the same or similar to those described above.

Accordingly, with specific reference to Figures 4 and 5, the inhaler 101 according to the invention has an outer shape with rounded edges and a thickness sufficient to accommodate the width of the blister pack 1. The inhaler comprises the blister pack 1 described above, a housing for enclosing used and unused portions of the blister pack 1, a medicament dispensing mechanism for opening the blister pockets 3 of the blister pack 1, a manifold through which air can be drawn in use of the inhaler 101, and a dose counter for counting the number of doses dispensed by or remaining in the inhaler 101.

The inhaler housing comprises a pair of outer housing members, namely an upper member 103 and a lower member 105 which snap-fit together to define a significant part of the outer surface of the inhaler 101. The upper and lower housing members 103, 105 also define an internal chamber. The inhaler 101 is additionally provided with a pivotably mounted cover 107 arranged to rotate about the housing between open and closed positions.

The medicament dispensing mechanism of the inhaler 101 is largely contained within the housing and includes means for peeling the cover sheet 7 from the base sheet 5 of the blister pack 1 to open a blister pocket 3, and means for indexing the longitudinal position of the blister pack 1.

More particularly, the medicament dispensing mechanism comprises a pivotally mounted trigger 109 having a finger tab, a blister pack indexing wheel 111, a base sheet winding wheel 113, a cover sheet winding wheel 115, and a guide surface 117 for guiding the cover sheet-side of the blister pack 1. The guide surface 117 includes a peeling edge 119 for separating the cover sheet 7 from the base sheet 5 of the blister pack 1.

The dose counter of the inhaler 101 comprises a display aperture 121 formed in the lower outer housing member 105 and a display element in the form of a display ring 147 provided with dose counting indicia and arranged such that a succession of the indicia are sequentially visible through the display aperture 121 as the display ring 147 is rotated about an axis of the outer shape of the inhaler 101. The dose counting indicia comprise Arabic numerals which count down from the numeral "0" to the numeral "0" in increments of one to indicate the number of doses remaining in the inhaler 101.

An inner edge of the display ring 147 is provided with teeth for rotationally driving the display ring 147, which teeth are driven by a gear train coupled to the medicament dispensing mechanism. The gear train is arranged so that the indicium visible through the display aperture 121 is incremented each time the medicament dispensing mechanism is actuated.

The display aperture 121 formed in the upper outer housing member 103 is provided with a convex lens 123 which is spaced from the dose counting indicia of the display ring and arranged to magnify the indicia. The convex lens 123 is formed of a transparent plastics material.

By provided the convex lens 123, a patient may more easily observe the dose counting indicia of the dose counter and/or the need for multiple display rings may be avoided (since a larger number of small indicia can be provided on a single ring).

With specific reference to Figures 6 to 10, the manifold of the inhaler 101 includes an air inlet 125 for receiving external air, a pair of medicament apertures 127a, 127b for communicating with an opened pocket 3 of the blister pack to enable entrainment of medicament by air drawn through the manifold and an air outlet 129 for delivery of the medicament to the patient. The air inlet 125 defines the sole point of entry for external air into the inhaler 101.

The manifold is formed as part of the upper outer housing member 103. In other words, the manifold and the upper outer housing member 103 are formed as a unitary component, specifically a unitary moulded plastics component formed of high density polyethylene (HDPE).
[0083] In use of the inhaler 101 (that is to say with the cover 107 in the open position), the unitary component defines the part of the outer surface of the inhaler 101 which surrounds the air inlet 125. In other words, the unitary component defines not only the manifold, but also an outer surface of the inhaler in which the air inlet 125 of the manifold is formed. Furthermore, air is drawn into the manifold solely through the air inlet (apart from the air which circulates through the medicament apertures 127a, 127b).

[0084] By such an arrangement, the risk of drawing air into the manifold from within the inhaler housing may be reduced. Such air may be contaminated with medicament left over from previous actuations of the medicament dispensing mechanism.

[0085] The air inlet 125 of the manifold has an elongate, arcuate cross-section which reduces in length in the direction of the inhaled airflow. The medicament apertures 127a, 127b are provided sequentially in the airflow direction, which direction is parallel to the axis of the outer shape of the inhaler 101 and the width direction of the blister pack 1. A protrusion 131 in the wall of the manifold facing the medicament apertures 127a, 127b is provided to restrict airflow in the manifold between the medicament apertures 127a, 127b. In this way, air drawn through the manifold is directed from the air inlet 125 into an opened blister pocket 3 through the first medicament aperture 127a, and entrained medicament is directed from the opened blister pocket 3 into the manifold through the second medicament aperture 127b.

[0086] The unitary component defining the manifold and the upper outer housing member 103 also defines a mouthpiece 133 arranged to receive the entrained medicament from the air outlet 129 of the manifold. The mouthpiece 133 is arranged substantially perpendicular to the manifold such that an axis of the mouthpiece 133 is aligned with the second medicament aperture 127b. Tapered walls of the mouthpiece 133 are provided with airflow diversion holes 135a, 135b which communicate with the manifold and provide an alternative route for air drawn through the manifold, as illustrated by the arrows in Figure 10. The airflow diversion holes 135a, 135b are arranged such that air therefrom is drawn into the mouthpiece in a direction substantially parallel to the axis of the mouthpiece 133 for preventing excessive spreading of the entrained medicament.

[0087] Each of the medicament apertures 127a, 127b is provided with a divider. The dividers serve to deagglomerate the medicament by breaking up the medicament particles.

[0088] The mouthpiece 133 is provided with a mouthpiece insert 145 formed of a soft plastics material which provides a comfortable surface against which the patient may seal his lips during use of the inhaler 101.

[0089] With reference again to Figures 4, 5 and 11, it will be seen that the inhaler 101 also comprises an inner housing member 137. The inner housing member 137 is arranged within the outer housing members 103, 105 and takes to form of a tray-like moulded plastics component having a flat base surface from which transverse walls extend in a direction perpendicular to the base surface (corresponding to the width direction of the blister pack 1). Apertures are provided in the base surface of the inner housing member 137 to enable the proper functioning of elements of the medicament dispensing mechanism. According to the invention, the transverse walls serve to isolate the used portions from the unused portion of the blister pack 1. Thus, a first transverse wall 139 separates the used portion of the of the cover sheet 7 from the unused portion of the blister pack 1 and a second transverse wall 141 separates the used portion of the base sheet 5 from the unused portion of the blister pack 1.

[0090] The transverse walls of the inner housing member 137 in effect define separate compartments for accommodating the different portions of the blister pack 1, thereby minimising the risk that residual medicament on the used portions of the base sheet 5 and the cover sheet 7 will contaminate the unused portion of the blister pack 1, which could lead to overdosing.

[0091] The inner housing member 137 and the upper outer housing member 103 together define an enclosure 143 which substantially encloses the unused portion of the blister pack 1 to protect it from contamination by residual medicament contained in the inhaler housing.

[0092] The inner housing member 137 described above also defines the guide surface 117 of the medicament dispensing mechanism, that is to say the inner housing member 137 and the guide surface 117 are provided as a unitary component.

[0093] The blister pack 1 is arranged within the inhaler 101 such that an unused portion is loosely coiled within the enclosure 143 defined by the housing members. The used portion of the cover sheet 7 is wound around the cover sheet winding wheel 115. The used portion of the base sheet 5 is loosely wound around the base sheet winding wheel 113.

[0094] The portion of the blister pack 1 at which the cover sheet 7 separates from the base sheet 5 is arranged such that the recesses of the base sheet 5, which read through to the other side of the base sheet 5 as protrusions, are received in circumferentially spaced recesses in the surface of the indexing wheel 111. The recesses of the base sheet 5 are maintained within the recesses of the indexing wheel 111 by the guide surface 117 acting on the cover sheet-side of the blister pack 1. The
used portion of the base sheet 5 extends in front of the medicament apertures 127a, 127b of the manifold in a direction towards the base sheet winding wheel 113. The used portion of the cover sheet 7 passes between the peeling edge 119 of the guide surface 117 and the outer side surface of the manifold in a direction towards the cover sheet winding wheel 115.

[0095] During assembly of the inhaler 101, the used portion of the cover sheet 7 is threaded through a gap between the peeling edge 119 and the side surface of the manifold and then engaged with the cover sheet winding wheel 115. By providing an inhaler 101 in which the guide surface 117 and the manifold are defined by separate components (namely the inner housing member 137 and the upper outer housing member 103, respectively), the width of the gap between the peeling edge 119 and the manifold in the assembled inhaler can be minimised. In particular, the used portion of the cover sheet 7 may be threaded through the gap prior to assembly of the components 137, 103 and while the gap is relatively wide, and then the components 137, 103 may then be assembled with the blister pack 1 into the inhaler 101 with the gap having a reduced width, for example only marginally wider than the thickness of the cover sheet 7. By minimising the width of the gap, the risk of medicament being lost from an opened blister pocket 3 during use of the inhaler 101, as the blister pocket 3 is moved from the peeling edge 119 into registration with the medicament holes 127a, 127b of the manifold, is minimised. In this way, underdosing (and possible subsequent overdosing) may be avoided.

[0096] The inner housing member 137 and the pair of outer housing members 103, 105 comprise means for precisely locating the inner housing member 137 relative to the pair of outer housing members 103, 105. The locating means comprises engagement tabs and recesses (not shown) formed in the inner housing member 137 and the pair of outer housing members 103, 105; the engagement tabs and recesses being arranged to engage with each other to fix the relative locations of the components.

[0097] In use of the inhaler 101 according to the invention, the patient moves the cover 107 to the open position in which position the mouthpiece insert 145 is exposed. The patient then presses the finger tab of the trigger 109 to rotate a set of teeth formed on an accurate surface thereof. The teeth of the trigger 109 engage circumferential teeth formed on an indexing ratchet wheel (not shown), rotation of which causes rotation of the indexing wheel 111. Rotation of the indexing wheel 111 also causes rotation of the base sheet winding wheel 113, the lid sheet winding wheel 115 and the display ring of the dose counter (not shown).

[0098] The rotation of the cover sheet winding wheel 115, applies a tension to the used portion of the cover sheet 7 which is sufficient to peel a portion of the cover sheet 7 from the base sheet 5 of the blister pack to thereby open a blister pocket 3 containing a dose of dry-powder medicament. At the same time, the indexing wheel 111 is rotated by an angle sufficient to longitudinally index the blister pack 1 by a distance equal to the pitch between blister pockets 3 to thereby move the opened blister pocket 3 into registration with the medicament apertures 127a, 127b of the manifold.

[0099] The rotation of the display ring of the dose counter causes a dose counting indicia to be incremented, to thereby inform the patient that one dose has been dispensed.

[0100] The patient can then inhale the dose of dry-powder medicament by inhaling through the mouthpiece 133 to draw air through the air inlet 125 of the manifold, which air passes through the medicament apertures 127a, 127b to entrain the medicament, and is delivered via the air outlet 129 and the mouthpiece 133.

[0101] After use of the inhaler 101, the cover 107 is rotated back to the closed position to reset the medicament dispensing mechanism in preparation for a subsequent use.

[0102] A specific embodiment of the invention has been described above in detail. Various changes to the embodiment may be made without departing from the scope of the invention, as defined by the claims.
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Patentkrav

1. Inhalator til at levere tørpulverlægemiddel til en patient fra en åben blisterlomme af en blisterpakke (1), hvor blisterpakken (1) er i form af en fleksibel langstrakt strimmel havende en længderetning, en bredderetning og en tykkelsesretning, blisterpakken (1) omfattende en basisplade (5) havende en flerhed af recesser dannet i tykkelsesretningen af blisterpakken (1) og anbragt med mellemrum langs længderetningen af blisterpakken (1), og blisterpakken (1) endvidere omfattende et dækketalag (7) aftrækkeligt forseglet til basispladen (5) for at definere en flerhed af blisterlommer (3) hver indeholdende en afmålt dosis af lægemidlet, inhalatoren omfattende:

- en lægemiddeldispensermekanisme til at åbne blisterlommerne (3) af blisterpakken (1), lægemiddeldispensermekanismen omfattende organ til at aftrække dækketalaget (7) væk fra basispladen (5) af blisterpakken (1);
- et hus (137) til at indhylle brugte og ubrugte dele af blisterpakken (1) sammen med lægemiddeldispensermekanismen; og
- en manifold igennem hvilken luft kan trækkes ved anvendelse af inhalatoren, manifolden omfattende et luftindløb (125) til at modtage udvendig luft, mindst en lægemiddelsåbning (127a, 127b) til at kommunikere med en åbnet lomme af blisterpakken (1) for at muliggøre indsugning af lægemidlet med luften trukket igennem manifolden, og et luftudløb (129) til levering af det indsugede lægemiddel til patienten, hvor lægemiddeldispensermekanismen omfatter et drevet dækketalag-vindehjul (115) til at opvinde den brugte del af dækketalaget (7), og hvor inhalatoren er kendetegnet ved at huset (137) definerer indre transversale vægge (139) som strækker sig i bredderetningen af blisterpakken (1) for at isolere den brugte del af dækketalaget (7) fra den ubrugte del af blisterpakken (1), hvor huset (137) omfatter et indre huselement anbragt inden i mindst et udvendigt huselement (103, 105), og hvor de indre transversale vægge (139) er defineret af det indre huselement (137), hvor de indre transversale vægge (139) strækker sig i en vinkelret retning fra en basisoverflade af det indre huselement (137), hvor basisoverfladen af det indre huselement (137) er anbragt til at bære en sidekant af den ubrugte del af blisterpakken (1), og hvor det mindst en uvendige
huselement (103, 105) er anbragt til at bære en modstående sidekant af den ubrugte del af blisterpakken (1) således at overflader af det indre huselement (137) og det mindst ene udvendige huselement (103, 105) er anbragt til i alt væsentligt at omgive den ubrugte del af blisterpakken (1), og hvor de indre transversale vægge (139) af huset (137) definerer separate rum til at akkommodere den brugte del af dækkelaget (7) og den brugte del af basispladen (5), hvor de separate rum er anbragt til at forhindre løst lægemiddel i rummene i at kontaminere den ubrugte del af blisterpakken (1).

2. Inhalator ifølge krav 1, hvor lægemiddeldispensermekanismen endvidere omfatter et drevet basispladevindehjul (113) til at opvinde den brugte del af basispladen (5), og hvor huset (137) endvidere definerer indvendige transversale vægge (141) som strækker sig i bredderetningen af blisterpakken (1) for at isolere den brugte del af basispladen (5) fra den ubrugte del af blisterpakken (1).

3. Inhalator ifølge krav 1, hvor de indre transversale vægge (139, 141) af huset (137) endvidere definerer et separat rum (143) til at akkommodere den ubrugte del af blisterpakken (1).

4. Inhalator ifølge krav 1, hvor manifolden er defineret af det mindst ene udvendige huselement (103, 105).

5. Inhalator ifølge krav 1 eller 4, hvor det drevne dækkelag-vindehjul (115) er anbragt til påføre en spænding på den brugte del af dækkelaget (7), og hvor lægemiddeldispensermekanismen endvidere omfatter en føringsflade (117) til at føre dækkelaget (7) af den ubrugte del af blisterpakken (1), hvor en ende af føringsfladen (117) er anbragt tilstødende til en udvendig sideflade af manifolden og definerer en aftrækningskant (119) af organet til at trække dækkelaget væk fra basispladen af blisterpakken, således at, i anvendelse, dækkelaget (7) trækkes væk fra basispladen (5) ved aftrækningskanten (119) og den brugte del af dækkelaget (7) passerer mellem aftrækningskanten (119) og den udvendige sideflade af manifolden, og en åbnet blisterlomme bevæges til registrering med den mindst ene lægemiddelsåbning (127a, 127b) af manifolden, hvor manifolden og føringsfladen (117) er defineret af separate komponenter af inhalatoren, og
hvor føringsfladen (117), som inkluderer aftrækningsskanten (119), er defineret af det indre huselement (137).

6. Inhalator ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1, 4 og 5, hvor det mindst ene udvendige huselement (103, 105) omfatter et par udvendige huselementer som definerer en udvendig form af inhalatoren.

7. Inhalator ifølge krav 6, hvor manifolden og et af parrene af udvendige huselementer (103, 105) er tilvejebragt som en enhedsstøbt plastkomponent, og hvor enhedskomponenten definerer, i anvendelse, mindst en del af den udvendige overflade af inhalatoren i hvilken luftindløbet (125) er anbragt.

8. Inhalator ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor lægemiddeldispensermekanismen omfatter organ til langsgående indeksering af blisterpakken (1) i reaktion på hver aktuering af lægemiddeldispensermekanismen, hvor blisterpakken (1) er indekseret af en afstand lig med afstanden mellem blisterlommer (3), således at hver aktuering forårsager en blistér at blive bragt til registrering med den mindst ene lægemiddelsåbning (127a, 127b) af manifolden, hvor organet til indeksering omfatter et drevet indekseringshjul (111) havende recesser indrettet til at modtage basispladen (5) af blisterpakken (1), hvor det drevne indekseringshjul (111) er anbragt til at dreje med en forudbestemt vinkel i reaktion på hver aktuering af lægemiddeldispensermekanismen, inhalatoren endvidere omfattende en udløser (109) til at aktuere lægemiddeldispensermekanismen.


10. Inhalator ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, endvidere omfattende blisterpakken (1), hvor hver blisterlomme (3) indeholder en afmålt dosis af et tørpulverlægemiddel.
FIG. 11